The Easiest Way To

Trade & Connect
With The World's
Top Crypto Traders

COINPENNANT
The goal of CoinPennant is to establish a social platform where beginners and experienced traders
can collaborate, make market analyses, share tips and make proﬁts. All of this is backed by
TRANSPARENT SMART CONTRACTS, ensuring ﬁnancial protection for each individual.
CoinPennat is an intelligence trading platform and social network that enables copy trading,
advanced technical analysis and data mining, creating the must-have tool for both beginners and
expert investors

the PROB EM
Right now, cryptocurrency traders are struggling with a problem typical of emerging economies:
the diﬃculty of obtaining timely, reliable, and useful market information.
The prices of cryptocurrencies rise and fall daily. How can any investor, even a savvy one, make
the right trading move at precisely the right time? And if an investor is lucky enough to stumble
upon "good information," what then? There are few end-to-end resources for investors
of all trading levels. That dearth serves as a major barrier to
trading for many new crypto converts.

the COINPENNANT S LUTION
The CoinPennant platform comprises two equally important services: a crypto market analysis
dashboard and an Investor Social Network where beginners and master traders share knowledge,
trading hunches and analysis, and transparent feedback on executed trade tips. Through our
subscription service, master traders provide beginners with market analysis
and the opportunity to purchase trading tips.

Investor Social Network

Data Analysis Module

Copy Trading Module

The Investor Networking Platform
connects beginner and professional
traders to identify investment
opportunities and uses CPNT
tokens as payment for successful
trading tips

The CoinPennant team will
perform algorithm based
technical analysis of multiple
cryptocurrencies and push
market indicator notiﬁcations
to the user's market
dashboard.

Users can subscribe to master
trader's auto-copy package where
user's funds are managed in exactly
the same way as the funds
of master traders.

the CPNT Toke
Payment for all subscriptions, services, and product delivery will be supported by our new cryptocurrency
the CoinPennant Token (CPNT). The CPNT is an ERC20 token and a smart contract system built on the
Ethereum blockchain. The CPNT smart contract will enforce two use cases:
-If the trading tip is successful, the transaction will be completed and the master trader will receive their
hat tip fee in CPNTs.
-If the trading tip is unsuccessful, the transaction will be canceled and the trader will
receive his CPNTs back. The master trader will not receive CPNTs.

TOKEN SALE TERMS

TOKEN ALLOCATION

start: TBA

FUNDS ALLOCATION

7%

hard cap: $10,000,000

10%
10%
15%

exchange rate: 1 CPNT = $0.5

45%

12%

contribution method: ETH

75%
26%

ERC-20 Token
The exact number of tokens generated depends
on the amount of funds contributed. No token
creation, minting or mining will occur after the end
of the crowdsale period. Tokens will be distributed
at the same time after the crowdsale.

45% Crowdsale Contributors

75% Operations and development

26% Team

15% Marketing

12% Bounty

10% Future partnerships

10% Advisors
7% Platform incentives
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